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Moroccan Arabic transcript:  

 

 ��� ا,456ام 222 ی0"' ا,+/ $*�&%  ا-+*ء +*,+"*ء ه' �&%  $#"!  �� هCي ه' أل' ،ا+*< =>9ش ی0�' :9ت7 �

 �56 D4ای0"' آ*ن=G$ لI#5*د ت�*دت �ل  I#55ات آI+  لLMN9ن الP!آ I6ال9ا /!"$ *NQدا /Pوي و لIاو, ی >*+ S$ ويIی

�!VW او $* یT"PN یUN05M  $* یS$، T"PN ا7$� S9ت: SX46#7ی*: S$ UN05M!4ادات أل' آYNال ZYن، 'X U!$ز S$ 

&\$ VM]ال،$  Sال^!4ان Iول . ��%*ت�`  ا,456ام ی0"' او ال' %*ل` $\& +*ك او, $*كIXاNQ* آ#5[� ه*ك �&%  $#"!  �

�W*،تb UN0' 6*ج N0ی/ .  =*:` دی4، =*:` تIان ال9ال T"0!ا $* آCWX 9c4Y222 ی ��� Vه *NQدا ��ا,b!*ء �

Vا,ول. و,ده 'X D�% *N!PX، اك ا,456ام أ ا-+*ءCی0"' و ه *$ VW!9 ل"P!آ Vل' و,ده VWان T"0!222 $* آ *NX  أي 6*ج

� و,دهe V*دی/ یIروه*�� ،آ![9ل`ی0"' الg INh آ*ی"  46ی  ن5*ع NX\& . ی9c4Yه* ��� وI6 الN#*دئ و �� آ!4+` �

 I64ی  ان` وhال `�j!آ I0+ /$ و T!04ی[  دی*ل الkال �]�5�Y  الh*ج  أل' راه*. X' ج"lتC=L %4ارات` و داNQ* آ5j$ 

4!m: �� ه"* ه' ان ال9لI وا=* +[��، >I69+ T!0ر یI]!آ ., /hن، Iال9ل  �56 VWت&Q*� S$ /!n*ی�آ!#[*و  D"#او, ال

 ،,ن آ*نb D' 6*ج $S ال9الIی/ داNQ* %9ی   �*د +*ش یnN' و آ#5[� ال0&%  ،تVW و هCاآ' 222 ی5^9زو و آ!Iی4و 6!*

 'b�l! +& $* ن9nN $* یT"PN ن4PYو $\& .  الh*ج  أل' ه' �*دی ،Iی`أي 6*ج  :m!4ة 4cات` آ 'nN5�I" وال

 ن4PYو b 'X' $"*س#   $* یT"PN،$* یT"PN وا=* ن4jج9 $/ الIار�"I ال  222�I" جIودن* T"P!$ *X ی0"' نh/ دورن* 

/PNی/ ،+& $* یIال9ال *W!X وروI9 نnNن *$ &+ . q!4 آ!e 9فn"ی0"' آ /$  %&kی*ل'ا,م د$/ ا,ن، *$ T"PNی *NX 

 TX9n222 ا$' ,ل  ی0"'ت، *Wن  و, + ا,م دی*ل*N!Mال 'X 4اتNج9ج ال /$ U%ن ا*N!Mال 'X ا اآ\4 $/ ج9ج $4اتI .

 qت*Wال 'X ا,ت>& ت '�� V�P5وا=* ذی` ال0&%  دی*ل ی0"' 222 +& $* ن g INhال 222 ال0&%  أل' ه' %9ی  و ی0"' ال

�!W* ،و الh*ج  أل' ه' آ05^#"'.  ال#"*ت+*لuاف +!/ ا,و,د و� INh"أل' آ VWNذ ال Tآ!*ن *$ *Wن* ر+' انI!222 , كاس 

ن[Iر و لP/ هCا $* آ!T"0 ان"' ان* X*ل4hی  نZY ال4hی  .  انD ول /PN$ I�I"ك ال4hی  اآ\4،راك +"D $* آIی4یT ه*ك

� 4WMن 'nNر نI]او, ن U!�5� ل\"*�T دی*ل ال�!U ی0"' ت4+5' ن#[� =*رج الIار 56� ل\"*�T دی*ل ال T!�hNM5آ *$

SN5^$ 'X /h4+' ، اس&$',ن ن� SN5^$ 'X /hن* نI!ن* ت[*لI"� 9ن،وPان` ت T!"0!ك 46ی  $* آI"� 9نPن` ت*X ، 

�v ی9Pن ،ان ال9اI6 ی9Pن %*ري... X*ن"�. ان` ت9Pن I6 &+ 222ودj5$ و $4+' و V� آ*ی/ 6*ج*ت ، آ*ی"!/ ث*ن'،05$

ان* $* یT"PN .  ی9ری"*e*دين5#90ه* ی0"' $* ن5h*ج9ش داNQ* وI6 ا=4 ل' آ' 222 آ!9رون* ال4kیv أل' =>"* ا=4ی/ أ

56� X' الuن[ ن#[� X' الIار ، �       . $* یT"PNل\"*�T دی*ل ال�!U ی0"'  =*رج الIار 56

 
 
English translation: 

 
The parent-child relationship is built upon respect; the child can never raise his voice 
when talking to his father. This was the way it used to be until lately, when things started 

http://langmedia.fivecolleges.edu/


to change. But when the child is talking to his father or mother, he cannot raise his voice 
to them or use the same vocabulary as he uses with his friend or his colleague in the 
classroom or with his neighbor. You can always find that their relationship is based on 
respect. For instance, if your father or mother tells you to do something, you have to do 
it. But this does not mean that the parents always force their children to do things. 
Your parents raise you on the bases of certain life principles and then they give you the 
freedom to make your decisions. The thing that is different from here [in the USA]—
where, although the child is still small, he can live by himself. In my country, it is not the 
same: the son or the daughter lives with his/her parents until they get married and start 
building their own lives. This makes their relationship with their parents very strong; it is 
very normal to go to your parents when you have any small issue. The other thing – we 
could never celebrate Eid without going to my grandparents’ house. As children, we 
would never leave the house to a celebration without visiting our grandparents. For 
instance, my mother would visit mama Lalla [grandmother] at least twice a week, not to 
mention the phone calls. Alhamdulillah1, the relationship between the parents and the 
children is very strong. The other thing that I am thankful for is the fact that it is not that 
being a boy gives you the freedom to do certain things that a girl cannot do. That is not 
the case; we have the exact same freedoms. But this does not mean that I can stay outside 
my house until midnight, because the way I was brought up does not allow me to do so. I 
live in an Arab-Muslim society and we have our own traditions; having freedom does not 
mean that you do not have boundaries. As an educated and well brought-up person, there 
are other things you need to take into consideration and not always wait for someone to 
show us what to do. For example, I would never stay outside in the streets until midnight; 
it just never happens.   
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1 Alhamdulillah: Thank God (literally: “Praise Allah”): An Arabic expression used in a variety of contexts, 
but most often to express thankfulness for or an awareness of grace in any good thing. 


